Structural aspects of DNA repair: the role of restricted diffusion.
DNA repair and protection processes impose arduous demands upon cellular systems. The high-fidelity recombinational repair pathway entails a rapid genome-wide search for sequence homology. The efficiency of this transaction is intriguing in light of the uniquely adverse diffusion traits of the involved species. DNA protection in cells exposed to continuous stress or prolonged starvation is equally enigmatic, because the ability of such cells to deploy energy-dependent enzymatic repair processes is hampered as a result of progressive perturbation of the intracellular energy balance. DNA repair in radio-resistant bacteria, which involves accurate chromosome reconstruction from multiple fragments, is similarly associated with apparently insurmountable logistical obstacles. The studies reviewed here imply that the mechanisms deployed to overcome these intrinsic hurdles have a basic common denominator. In all these cases, condensed and ordered chromatin assemblies are formed, within which molecular diffusion is restricted and confined. Restricted diffusion thus appears as a general strategy that is exploited by nature to facilitate homologous search, to promote energy-independent DNA protection through physical DNA sequestration and attenuated accessibility to damaging agents, and to enable error-free repair of multiple double-strand DNA breaks.